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ABSTRACT 
The symmetric, positive semidefinite, and positive definite real solutions of 
matrix equations ATXA = D and (ATXA, XA-YAD) = (D, 0) are considered. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such solutions and their 
general forms are derived using the singular value decomposition. The theory is 
motivated and illustrated with a problem of vibration theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let OIKnX” denote the set of all orthogonal matrices in WnX”, SllFx” the 
set of all symmetric matrices in WX”, and SIF’RnXn(SIF’Wn+Xn) the set of all 
symmetric positive semidefinite (definite) matrices in ES”’ n. Throughout 
the paper definite and semidefinite matrices are assumed to be real and 
symmetric. The notation A 2 0 (A > 0) means that A is positive semidefi- 
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nite (definite). A generalized inverse of A, denoted by A-, is a matrix which 
satisfies the equation AA-A = A, and A+ stands for the Moore-Penrose 
generalized inverse of the matrix A. 
An inverse problem [3, 4, 7, 10, 16, 171 arising in structural modification 
of the dynamic behaviour of a structure calls for solution of the matrix 
equations 
ATXA = D, (1.1) 
ATXA = D, XA = YAD, (1.2) 
where A E IRnx”, D E IRmx”, and the unknowns X and Y are required to 
be real and symmetric, and positive semidefinite or possibly definite. No 
assumption is made about the relative sizes of m and n, and it is assumed 
throughout that A # 0 and D # 0. 
Equation (1.2) arises in the following way. Let X and Y be the stiff- 
ness and mass matrices, respectively, for a vibrating system with n degrees 
of freedom. Thus, X 2 0 and Y > 0 are generally satisfied, and natu- 
ral frequencies are determined by eigenvalues di, da,. . . , d, of the pencil 
XY - X. The corresponding real eigenvectors al, . . . , a, determine modes 
of vibration. Given spectral data di, . . . , d, and al,. . ,a, (m 5 n), form 
the matrices 
D = diag[di, . . . , d,], A = [ai, az ,..., a,]. (1.3) 
Then we have YAD = XA [as in (1.2)], and the eigenvectors can be nor- 
malized so that ATYA = I, in which case ATXA = D, the second equation 
of (1.2). An inverse problem of some practical interest is now: Given the 
spectral data summarized in matrices D and A, find matrices X > 0, Y > 0 
satisfying the Equations (1.2). 
The Equation (1.1) is a special case of the matrix equation 
AXB = C. (1.4) 
Consistency conditions for Equation (1.4) were given by Penrose [15] (see 
also [2]). When the equation is consistent, a solution can be obtained using 
generalized inverses. Khatri and Mitra [I21 gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of symmetric and positive semidefinite solutions 
as well as explicit formulae using generalized inverses. Solutions of the 
single equation XA = YAD with X T = X and Y > 0 were considered by 
Sun in the case that A has full rank (see Problem SIEP of [16]). In [5, 6, 
81 solvability conditions for symmetric and positive definite solutions and 
general solutions of Equation (1.4) were obtained through the use of the 
generalized singular value decomposition [ 11, 141. 
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The normalization condition ATYA = I,,, may seem more natural than 
Equation (1.1). However, ATYA = I, would imply that rank A = m (A has 
“full rank”), a condition that we wish to avoid. When (1.1) is consistent, 
it is clear that the data of (1.3) must satisfy rank D 5 rank A. Thus, 
redundancy in the columns of A must be accommodated by zero eigenvalues 
of D. Note also that if D > 0 and rank A = m, then the two normalizations 
are equivalent. 
In Section 2, the singular value decomposition (SVD) will be used to 
investigate Equation (l.l), and a simple and clear exposition, in terms 
of solvability conditions for symmetric, positive semidefinite, and positive 
definite solutions, will be given. In Section 3 the least squares approach to 
Equation (1.1) is considered. 
In Section 4 we consider common solution pairs (X, Y) of Equation (1.2) 
that are symmetric, positive semidefinite, or positive definite. We give nec- 
essary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such solutions and their 
general forms using the SVD. Section 5 contains a simple special case con- 
cerning vibrating systems. It is shown how a system can be formed for 
which some eigenvalues and just a few eigenvectors are prescribed, i.e., 
m < 72. 
2. SOLUTIONS OF ATXA = D 
To study the solvability of Equation (1.1) with symmetric, positive 
semidefinite, and positive definite conditions on the solution, we decom- 
pose the given matrix A by the SVD: 
A=U ’ ’ VT 
[ 1 0 0 
(2.1) 
where U = [Vi, Vz] E Ol.Px”, V = [VI, Vz] E OEPXm, C = diag[ai,. . . ,or], 
0% > 0 (i = 1,. ,T), r = rankA, Ui E RnX’, VI E IL??“. 
Notice that a necessary condition for existence of a solution of ATXA = 
D is that Ax = 0 implies Dx = 0, i.e., that the kernel, or nullspace, of A 
is contained in that of D. Since the kernel of A is just the column space of 
Vz, this necessary condition is concisely expressed as DV2 = 0. It will be 
convenient to write 
X0 = C-‘VTDVIC-‘. 1 (2.2) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a SVD of the matrix A be (2.1). Equation (1.1) has 
a symmetric solution if and only if 
DT = D, DV, = 0, (2.3) 
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in which case the general symmetric solution is 
x=u x0 x12 
[ 1 x& x22 UT, (2.4) 
where X12 is an arbitrary r x (n - r) matrix, and X22 is an arbitrary 
(n - r) x (n - r) symmetric matrix. 
Proof. Let X be a symmetric solution of Equation (1.1). Then D = 
ATXA is clearly symmetric. The necessity of the condition DV, = 0 has 
been noted above. 
Conversely, observe first that Equation (1.1) is equivalent to 
(2.5) 
Given the conditions (2.3), we see that 
VTDV = 
VTDVl 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
and it is readily verified that any matrix X of the form (2.4) is a solution 
of (2.5). 
To see that all solutions have this form, note first that the number of 
free parameters in (2.4) is 
r(n - r) + i(n - r)(n - r + 1) = f(n - r)(n + r + 1). (2.6) 
Then, since A has rank r, the equation ATXA = D represents ;r(r + 1) 
independent linear equations in the $n(n + 1) unknowns of the symmetric 
matrix X. Thus, the number of parameters in a general solution is 
+(n + 1) - $(r + 1) = f(n - r)(n + r + 1). 
Comparing with (2.5), we deduce that (2.4) does indeed give the general 
solution. W 
In searching among matrices X of (2.4) for (semi)definite matrices we 
will need: 
LEMMA 2.1 [l]. Suppose that a real symmetric matrix is partitioned as 
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where E and G are square. 
(a) This matrix is symmetric positive semidefinite if and only if 
E 2 0, G-FTE+F>O - I EE+F = F. (2.7) 
(b) This matrix is symmetric positive definite if and only if 
E > 0, G - FTE-‘F > 0. (2.8) 
LEMMA 2.2 [2]. Let E E lRmxn, F E WxQ, and G E Rmxq. Then the 
matrix equation EXF = G is consistent if and only if for some E- and F-, 
we have EE-GF-F = G. In this case the general solution of EXF = G 
is X = E-GF- + Z - E-EZFF- for arbitrary Z E Wmxp. 
Let us introduce the notation 
E:=I-XbXO+=I-X,+X0, (2.9) 
where Xc is defined in Equation (2.2). Recall that X$ is the Moore-Penrose 
generalized inverse of Xc, so that X0X$ is the orthogonal projection onto 
Im Xc and E is the orthogonal projection onto (Im X0)* = Ker Xc. Also, 
E-E is a projection along Ker E = Im Xc, so that 
P:=I-E-E (2.10) 
is a (possible skew) projection along Ker E = Im Xc 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a SVD of the matrix A be (2.1). 
(a) Equation (1.1) h as a symmetric positive semidefinite solution if and 
only if 
D 2 0, DV, = 0, (2.11) 
in which case the general symmetric positive semidefinite solution is 
x = lJ [ 
x0 P&2 
(PZ12)T Z$PTX,+ PZl2 + 222 1 UT, (2.12) 
where Zi2 E RrX(“-‘) and Zza E SINR(n-‘)X(“-r) are arbitrary. 
(b) Equation (1.1) has a symmetric positive definite solution if and 
only if 
DT = D, VTDVj = Dll > 0, DVz = 0, (2.13) 
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in which case the general symmetric positive definite solution is 
x=u x0 x12 XlTz x2x,%2 + 222 1 UT, (2.14) 
(n-r)x(n-r) where Xi2 E Wx(“-‘) and 222 E SPR, are arbitrary. 
Proof. 
(a) The necessity of the conditions (2.11) is apparent. For sufficiency, 
we construct a symmetric positive semidefinite solution of Equation 
(1.1). From D 2 0 it follows that Xe 2 0. Since X is required to be 
symmetric positive semidefinite, it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) and 
Equation (2.4) that X12, and X22 must satisfy 
x22 - x;,x,+xrs E SJl% (n-r)x(n-r) 9 
(2.15) 
x0x,+x12 = x12. 
From Lemma 2.2 we obtain the general solution Xl2 of the last 
equation in the form 
Xi2 = (I - E-E)Z12 = PZ12, (2.16) 
where 212 is an arbitrary r x (n - r) real matrix. 
Letting 
x22 - x~x,+x12 = 222, (2.17) 
where 222 is an arbitrary (n-r) x (n-r) symmetric positive semidef- 
inite matrix, we have 
x22 = Z,T,PTX,+PZrs + 222. (2.18) 
Substituting (2.16) and (2.18) in (2.4), we get the general symmetric 
positive semidefinite solution (2.12) of Equation (1.1). 
(b) If X is a symmetric positive definite solution of Equation (l.l), then 
D = ATXA is symmetric. Using (2.1), we have Dii = VTDVl = 
CU~XU~C > 0 and DVs = 0. Hence (2.13) holds. 
Conversely, from Dll > 0 we obtain Xii = Xc > 0. Since X is re- 
quired to be symmetric positive definite, it follows from Lemma 2.1(b) and 
Equation (2.4) that Xi2 and X22 must satisfy 
x22 - xT2x;lx12 > 0. (2.19) 
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Letting X22 - X&X{lXrs = 222 where 222 E 8PlR(;‘-T)x(‘“-‘) is arbi- 
trary, we obtain the general symmetric positive definite solution (2.14) of 
Equation (1.1). ??
3. THE INCONSISTENT EQUATION A*XA = D 
If the consistency and symmetry conditions (2.3) are not satisfied, a least 
squares approach can be used, i.e., minimize lIATXA- Dlj~ with respect to 
X subject to the linear constraint X T = X. Write UTXU in the partitioned 
form X,j with Xii of size T x T, and let Dij = ViTDVj, i,j = 1,2. Then 
it follows that 
IJATx~ - ~11~ = 1:;; III . (3.1) F 
It is well known that the nearest symmetric matrix to any given matrix P 
in the F-norm is $(PT+P), and it follows that IIATXA-DII~ is minimized 
with respect to symmetric matrices X by taking 
Xi1 = $C-’ (DTl + Dll)C-‘. (3.2) 
It follows that the general solution to this constrained minimization 
problem is given by 
x=u 
$-‘(DTl + Du)C-l Xl2 
x,T, 
UT 
x22 1 ’ (3.3) 
where X12 E IRrx(“-T) and X22 E SIR(n-T)x(n-r) are arbitrary. 
Clearly the minimizing symmetric Xc of least F-norm is obtained by 
putting Xi2 = 0 and X22 = 0 in (3.3). When DT = D this is confirmed by 
writing Xc = (AT)+DA+ (see [9], f or example) and using the fact that 
A+ =,r =-’ ’ ,-JT I 1 0 0 
Now let us consider the best approximate solution of ATXA = D when 
X is constrained to be positive semidefinite. We take advantage of a result 
of Higham [13]: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P E lRnXn, 5’ = i(P’ + P), and let 5’ = QH be a 
polar decomposition (Q E OIRYX”, H > 0). Then $(S + H) is the nearest 
positive semidefinite matrix to P in the F-norm. 
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It follows from this result and Equation (3.1) that llATXA - Dllp is 
minimized over positive semidefinite matrices X by taking 
xii = ax-‘(Si + &)x-i, (3.4) 
where Si = i(DTi + Dii) and & = QiHi is a polar decomposition. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2(a), we obtain the general least squares 
symmetric positive semidefinite solution of the inconsistent equation ATXA 
= D in the form 
x = lJ 1 x11 PlZlZ (PdaT zgP:x,+,P& + z,, 1 UT, (3.5) 
where Xii is given by (3.4), Ei = I - X11X&, PI = I - E,El, and 
212 E R”X(n-P), 22, E W’lR(“-T)x(“-‘) are arbitrary. 
Generally speaking, there is no nearest symmetric positive definite ma- 
trix in F-norm to an arbitrary real matrix. So we do not consider the least 
squares symmetric positive definite solution of the inconsistent equation 
ATXA = D. 
4. SOLUTIONS OF (ATXA, XA - YAD) = (D,O) 
We now consider the problem of finding solution pairs (X, Y) for consis- 
tent equations of the form (1.2), where X and Y are real symmetric positive 
semidefinite or positive definite. Let us first introduce some more notation. 
Consider first a spectral decomposition of the T x T matrix Dii = VITDVl. 
We write 
&I = QAQT, (4.1) 
where Q is an r x r orthogonal matrix, A = diag[Ai, 01, and hi is an 
ml x ml nonsingular diagonal matrix (ml 5 r). Then define T x T matrices 
Yc := C-lQ diag[l,, , C] QTCvl, (4.2) 
where c is any symmetric matrix of size m2 = T - ml. 
In terms of Yc define the orthogonal projection 
E = I - YoYo+ = I - Yo+Yo (4.3) 
onto Ker Ye and then a (generally skew) projection 
P=I-EE- (4.4) 
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which is onto some complementary subspace of Ker Yo in IP. (In particular, 
if Dll is nonsingular, or if D 11 is singular and C is nonsingular, then E = 0 
and P = I.) 
LEMMA 4.1. The equation XDll = Dll has symmetric solutions X 
and the general solution can be written in the form 
X = Q diag [I,, , C] QT, (4.5) 
where Q is given by (4.1), and C is an arbitrary symmetric matrix of size 
mz=r-ml. 
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 1 of [6] using the spectral 
decomposition (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a SVD of the matrix A 
(1.2) have solution pairs (X = XT, Y = YT), 
(X = XT, Y > 0) if and only if 
DT = D, DV, = 0. 
If the conditions (4.6) are satisfied, then: 
be (2.1). The Equations 
(X = XT,Y 2 0), and 
(a) The general solution pairs (X = XT, Y = YT) are 
x=u 
[ 
X0 
y21~2xo 
Y=U 
[ 
yo yg 
y21 62 
(4.6) 
(Yzl~2xo)T UT 
x22 1 ’ 
1 UT, 
(4.7) 
where X22, Y22 E SR(“-‘)X(n-‘), C E SllFzx”~ (in (4.2)), and Y2, E 
R(W-T)X’ are arbitrary. 
(b) The general solution pairs (X = XT, Y 2 0) are 
x=u x0 
z21 PC2XO 
(Z21PC2X0)T UT 
x22 I ’ 
Y=U 
yo (z21p)T zzI P 221 PYo+ PT ZT1 + M22 1 UT, 
(4.8) 
whe-,y Xz2 E $IFg(n-p) X (n-r), M22 E SpR(n-r) X (n-r), C E sPRm2 xmz 
(in (4.2)), and Y21 E IR(n-T)XT are arbitrary. 
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(c) The general solution pairs (X = XT, Y > 0) are 
x=u (h1C2Xo)T UT 
x22 1 ’ 
(4.9) 
where X22 E SIR(n-‘) x (n-r), M22 E $$Q~-r)x(n-r), c E ~~R’JQ~“Q 
(in (4.2)), and YZI E IR(n-T)XT are arbitraq 
Proof. The proof of solvability under the conditions (4.6) is similar to 
that of Theorem 2.1. 
(a) We first construct solution pairs (X = XT, Y = YT) of Equation 
(1.2). Let 
lJTXU = x11 x12 
[ 1; 
UTYU = 
Yll y12 
x21 x22 [ 1 y21 y22 , (4.10) 
where X11, Yrr E IR”“. Equation (1.2) is equivalent to 
Since DT = D, DV2 = 0, then Dll = VITDVl E SWrx’, 012 = 
VITDV2 = 0, and Dzr = DT2 = 0, and 022 = VzTDV2 = 0. The 
Equations (4.11) are then equivalent to the following matrix equa- 
tions: 
CXl1.Z = Dllr (4.12) 
XrlC = YII=~, (4.13) 
XsrC = Y21CD11. (4JlG) 
Then we have Xrr = CmlDIICml = X0 and using this in (4.13) we 
obtain 
CYllCDll = Dll. (4.15) 
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(b) 
Letting CYiiC = pii, we have ?iiOii = Dii. It follows from Lemma 
4.1 that this equation has a symmetric solution pii and the general 
symmetric solution has the form 
Yii = Q diag[l, C] QT, 
where C E S;Wm2xm2 is arbitrary. Then [see the Definition (4.2)] 
Yl1 = C-‘Q diag[l, C] QTCpl = Ya. (4.16) 
Let Yzi be an arbitrary (n -r) x T real matrix. From (4.14), we have 
xai = Y*icDiic-i = Y&Xc. 
Since X and Y are required to be symmetric, then 
(4.17) 
x12 = x,T,, y12 = &7, (4.18) 
and X22, Y22 may be arbitrary (n - r) x (n - r) symmetric matrices. 
Substituting Xii = Xc and (4.16)-(4.18) in (4.10), we obtain the 
general solution pairs (X = X T, Y = YT) of (4.7) for Equation 
(1.2). 
If Y is required to be symmetric positive semidefinite, then it follows 
from Lemma 2.1(a) that Yzj (i,j = 1,2) must satisfy 
Yll 2 0, v2 = &T, y22 - y21y19-2: 2 0, Y&K2 = y12. 
(4.19) 
From (4.16), (4.18), and the definition of the Moore-Penrose gener- 
alized inverse, YiiYit Yis = Yis is equivalent to 
YzlE = 0. (4.20) 
From Lemma 2.2 and (4.4) we obtain the general solution of (4.20) 
in the form 
Y2i = Z2i(1 - EE-) = &iP, (4.21) 
where Zsi E W(n-‘)XT is arbitrary. 
Letting C E S,PlRm2XmZ and Yss - YsrYitY,‘; = iV22, where Mss is 
an arbitrary (n - r) x (n - r) symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, 
we have 
Yll 2 0, 
(4.22) 
Y22 = Z21PYo+PTZz + M22. 
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Substituting Xrr = Xa, (4.16)-(4.18), (4.21), and (4.22) in (4.10), 
we obtain the general solution pairs (X = XT, Y > 0) of Equation 
(4.8) for Equation (1.2). 
(c) Using Lemma 2.1(b), we may easily prove that the general solution 
pairs (X = XT, Y > 0) of Equation (1.2) have the form (4.9). H 
THEOREM 4.2. Let a SVD of the matria: A be (2.1). Equation (1.2) has 
solution pairs (X > 0, Y = YT), (X 2 0, Y 2 0), and (X 2 0, Y > 0), 
if and only if 
D 2 0, DVz = 0. 
If the conditions (4.23) are satisfied, then: 
(a) The general solution pairs (X 2 0, Y = YT) are 
(4.23) 
x=u &I 
Y21CZXo 
(Y21C2xo)T UT 
Y2#x&2Y2; + K22 1 ’ 
(4.24) 
Y=U 
yo Y: [ 1 51 x42 UT, 
where Kz2 E $$,P~(n-‘)X(n-r), yz2 E SW(n-‘)X(n-r), C g $$WmzX”z 
(in (4.2)), and Y& E R(n-r)X’ are arbitrary. 
(b) The general solution pairs (X 2 0, Y 2 0) are 
x=u 
Y=U 
x0 
Z2,PC2X,, 
(z21pc2xO)T UT 
Z21PC2X,,C2PTZ,T, + K22 1 ’ 
yo (z21eT 2x P221 PYo+ P’Z,T, + M22 1 
(4.25) UT, 
where K22, M22 E $PR(n-‘)X(“-‘), C E SlHRm2Xm~ (in (4.2)), and 
221 E iR(n-T)XT are arbitrary. 
(c) The general solution pairs (X 2 0, Y > 0) are 
x=u 
[ 
X0 
Yz1C2X,, 
(Y21C2X0)T UT 
Yz$~XOC~YK + K22 1 ’ 
(4.26) 
Y=U [ r, Y,z fi1 y21YO-%; + M22 1 UT, 
where K22 E WIR(“-P)X(n--r), Mz2 E W’R~-~)x(“-r), C E ~NR~zxmz 
(in (4.2)), and Yzl E R(n-T)Xr are arbitrary. 
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Proof. The proof of the solvability conditions (4.23) is similar to that, 
of Theorem 2.2(a). 
We now look for solution pairs (X 2 0, Y = YT) of Equation (1.2). 
Since X is required to be symmetric positive semidefinite, it follows from 
Lemma 2.1(a) that XQ (i,j = 1,2) in (4.10) must satisfy 
X11 L 0, Xl2 = X2T1I x22 - x21x,+,x21 r 0, x11x,+,x12 = x12 
(4.27) 
From (4.12) we obtain X rr = Xc > 0, and (4.14) implies that 
+ T XIIX,f,X12 = X0X, X21 
= xoxo+(Y~rc~xc)~ 
= xoc2Y2; = x,T, = x12 
holds always for arbitrary (n - r) x T matrices Ysr. 
Letting Xss - X2rX~rX~r = Kz2, where K22 E SPW(n-‘)X(“-T) is arbi- 
trary, we have 
X22 = Y2&2XoX;XoCY2; + K22 
(4.28) 
= YzrC2XoC2Y2?; + K22. 
Substituting (4.16)-(4.18) and (4.28) in (4.10), we obtain general solution 
pairs (X L: 0, Y = UT) of the form (4.24) for Equation (1.2). 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1(b), (c), it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 
(4.24) that solution pairs (X 2 0, Y 2 0) and (X 2 0, Y > 0) of Equation 
(1.2) are (4.25) and (4.26), respectively. H 
THEOREM 4.3. Let a SVD of the matria: A be (2.1). Equation (1.2) bus 
solution pairs (X > 0, Y = YT), (X > 0, Y >_ 0), and (X > 0, Y > 0) if 
and only if 
DT = D, Dll = VITDVl > 0, DV2 = 0. (4.29) 
If the conditions (4.29) are satisfied, then: 
(a) The general solution pairs (X > 0, Y = YT) are 
(fi1c2x0)T UT 
Yz1C2Xo Y2J2XoC2Y,1;+K22 I ' 
(4.30) 
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where K22 E SIFQ~-‘)X(n-‘), Y& E SR(“-T)X(n-T), and Yzl E 
Jr#W)XT are arbitrary. 
(b) The general solution pairs (X > 0, Y 2 0) are 
x=lJ 
Y=U 
r2 y2’; 
y21 y21C2J’2? + 4422 1 
UT, 
1 UT, 
(4.31) 
where K22 E SIF’IRs_“-‘)x(“~‘), M22 E W’R(“-T)X(n-‘), and Y21 E 
R(n-‘)XT are arbitrary. 
(c) The general solution pairs (X > 0, Y > 0) are 
T, 
A=U 
x0 
Y21C2X,, 
(Y21C2X0)T UT 
Y21C2XoC2Y2: + K22 1 ’ 
(4.32) 
y = ’ ;: 
YZ 
Y21C2Y; + M22] UT7 
where K22, M22 E SiF’R~-T)X(n-T) and Y21 E R(n-‘)XT are arbi- 
trar7j. 
Proof The proof of the solvability conditions (4.29) is similar to that 
of Theorem 2.2(b). 
If the conditions (4.29) are satisfied, then Equations (4.12) and (4.13) 
have the respective unique symmetric positive definite solutions Xii = 
C-‘DiiC-’ E SIPW:‘r, Yir = Cp2 E SFQ~r. It follows from (4.10), 
(4.17), (4.18), L emma 2.1, and these expressions that the solution pairs 
(X > 0, Y = YT), (X > 0, Y 2 0), and (X > 0, Y > 0) of Equation 
(1.2) have the forms (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32), respectively. W 
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE A. Consider the case of a vibrating system, as described in 
the introduction, so that the conditions X 2 0 and Y > 0 are to be satisfied. 
This case is treated here in part (c) of Theorem 4.2. Let us suppose that m 
linearly independent eigenvectors are specified and make up the columns of 
the n x m matrix A along with m eigenvalues d, 1 d,_l > . . ’ > dl > 0, 
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as in the Equations (1.3), and that m < n. Then in the SVD (2.1) we have 
c 
A=U VT II 0 
(and the matrices Uz, V2 do not appear), and the consistency conditions 
(4.23) are satisfied. 
In Equation (4.1) we have D ii = VTDV, and this is already a spectral 
decomposition, so we may take Q = VT. In Equation (4.2) we have Yc = 
C-s, and the general solution pairs (X > 0, Y > 0) from (4.26) are 
y = u [ CyT: y21x2g+ 
(Y~ICV*DVC-~)*, UT 
Y21CVTDVCY2; + K22 1 ’ 
1 
(5.1) 
Mz2 
UT, 
where K22 E SIPIR(n-m)X(n-m) and M22 E SPlR(;L--TrL)x(n--7rL) are arbitrary. 
Let us make the simple choice Ysi = 0. Then we obtain solutions 
z = u 
[ 
FIVTDVC-’ 0 
0 K22 1 UT, j?=u c-2 ’ UT, [ 1 0 M22 
(5.2) 
where K22 2 0 and M22 > 0 are arbitra;y. 
Now the eigenvalues of the pencil XY - 2 are easily seen to be those 
of D (as required by our construction) together with those of XM22 - K22, 
which can obviously be assigned as any n - m nonnegative numbers. Thus, 
we have a procedure for solving the inverse problem for a vibrating system 
in which ni eigenvalues and m 5 ni eigenvectors are predetermined. 
EXAMPLE B. To illustrate the case rank A = T < m, suppose that 
A = [UI ~21, where llai )I = 1 an d a2 = CYU~. Thus, m = 2, r = 1. An SVD 
of A has the form 
A=[al bl ... bn-l] 
where U = [al bl .‘. b,_l] is an orthogonal matrix. The rank of D cannot 
exceed the rank of A (in the consistent case), and so D = diag[di, &] with 
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dr& = 0. In the case Y > 0 it is easily seen that the relation XA = YAD 
implies both dl = 0 and d2 = 0, i.e., D = 0. 
From (2.2) and (4.2) we find that Xc and Yc are both of size one and 
Xs = 0, Yo = c, an arbitrary real number. For general solutions X 2 0 and 
Y > 0 Equation (4.26) now give, 
0 0 
x=u 
[ 1 UT, YT 0 K22 c-lYYT + M22 1 UT, 
where c > 0, y E IW-’ is arbitrary, Kz2 is an arbitrary semidefinite matrix, 
and M22 is an arbitrary positive definite matrix. 
The authors thank an anonymous referee for useful suggestions which 
helped to improve the exposition of this paper. 
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